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2Quick overview on the Luxembourgish railways

70
train stations and stops

628
km of tracks

49 %
cross-border traffic

free
of charge public transport increase in passengers

1.000
train-runs per day



Considerable investments to improve reliability and capacity of both
infrastructure and rolling-stock. Modernization and digitization of our
assets are important parts of this strategy carried out through innovation.

Infrastructure Manager implements the c-DAS and puts it at the disposal
of all railway undertakings without specifically charging for it.

3Why we implement a c-DAS

1. Punctuality
convince even more passengers and freight customers to rely 
on public transport

2. Energy efficiency
part of our strategy to improve efficiency

Data
drivers are and feel better informed
traffic control gets a more accurate fleet-map
infrastructure collects valuable data about bottle-necks

BONUS



4Characteristics of our DAS

The railways system as a whole profits if a large proportion of train runs 
relies on a driver advisory system with accurate data.

Solution: SFERA compliant on-board and track-side.
driver advice available as Android application (tablets)

o connectivity in real time
improved punctuality and reliability are the priority, thus we 
looked for a system that adapts the advice as soon as new 
relevant information becomes available

o interoperability
half of our train runs cross a border
for many train runs only a small fraction is driven in Luxembourg
 compatibility in case foreign IM or RU implement c-DAS 



Focus on our strengths : CFL is only a small railway with limited 
resources but with relatively modern systems.

5Choice of the solution/supplier

o extension of our existing traffic management system
difficult to set-up a track-side without close integration into TMS
seamless integration into our existing ARAMIS

o SFERA compliant solution
willingness to be innovative and first mover

o from c-DAS to ATO
c-DAS as a stepstone in our strategy towards ATO
have the trackside evolve on the basis of the 2022 TSI
 ATO over ETCS (GoA 2) by 2025



Ordered end of 2020, we are currently eagerly awaiting the version 1.0 of the on-board application.

Let’s stay in touch if you want to be kept updated (next milestone: 1st SFERA c-DAS train-run by the end of 2021).

6First experiences of the project

o launching project during pandemic is challenging…

… but possible !    C

o positive feedback from drivers
implemented from the start in the definition of the use-cases and the design of the application

o implementation of the SFERA protocol
identification of certain bugs but also enhancements (subset 126 compatibility, MQTT issues, DAS handshake, …)
enhancements of appendixes (definition of stopping points and review proposed [use of TAF/TAP interface])
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